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Hilthera 4.0
Pain Management Device
High Intensity Laser Therapy (HILT) Therapy:
Nd. YAG: Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet; Nd:Y3Al5O12
Hilthera provide the optimal therapeutic energy to treat acute and chronic pain by safely
reaching deep tissues without causing thermal injury insult to the patient.
Delivers the most specific non invasive therapeutic laser wave penetration for the treatment
of painful joint pathologies, deep muscle injuries, tendon injuries and bone related ailments.
Main Characteristics
- High Emission Power
- Highly Effective at Maximum Depths
- Rapid Analgesic Effects
- Pulsed Technology Ensures High Safey Profile
- Contolled & Programable Release of Engery
- Observes Thermal Relaxation Periods of Tissues
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Temporal Mandibular Joint (TMJ) Malidies

Managing Expectations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate Relief
Rapid Recovery
Analgesic Effect
Deep Effective Action
Long Lasting Benefits
Maximum Operational Safety

“Improved Quality of Life”
“Get Back to Work”
“Enjoy Life with Friends and Family”
“Maintain Healthy Lifestyle / Sports”
“Free your Body of Painful Ailments”

Trauma

Adductor Syndromes

Post Trauma
Epicondylitis

Impingement Syndrome

Edema

Arthrosis

Bursitis
Muscular Lesions
Chondropathy
Tibia Tarsic Distorsions

Hematomas
Contractures
Tendinitis/Tenosynovitis
Plantar Fasciitis
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Treatment Indications

Acute Pathologies
•
•
•

•
•
•

Tendinopathies
Muscle lesions

Distortions and Dislocations

Post-Traumatic Edemas
Synovitis and Bursitis

Osteochondral Lesions

Degenerative and Chronic Pathologies
•
•
•
•

Osteoarthrosis
Gonalgia

Degenerative chondropathies
Fibromyalgia syndrome
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Pain Management

Intensive, Deep, Safe Treatment
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Wavelength ( Nd:YAG 1064nm )
Nd:YAG produces the deepest penetration in the existing medical lasers
Diode
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Hilthera 4.0: Tissue Penetration
Deep Therapeutic Penetration

Skin
Dermis

SubDermis

Muscle

Bone
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Deep Tissue Penetration Therapy
Muscle & Tendon
Immedicate Analgesic Effect
Rapidly Reduces Contracture

Circulation & Lymphatic System
Reduces Systemic Inflamation
Reabsorbtion of Lactic Acid
Encourages Supply of Nutrients

Joints
Reduces Articular Inflamation
Stimulates Cartilage Regeneration
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Hilthera 4.0

Mechanism of Action

Circulation
Reduces Systemic Inflammation
Reabsorbtion of Lactic Acid
Elimination of Waste Material

Hilthera 4.0

Mechanism of Action: Biostimulation & Biomodulation

Hilthera 4.0 Nd:YAG – Wave Length Penetration
When the Pulse mode is used, high peak power can be reached to a deeper tissues in a very short time without risk of thermal damage.

Absorption

Nd:YAG
1064nm

HbO2
Melanin
Water

300

500

700

1000
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Ensures HIGH Safety: Pulse Power & Duration Compared to Other Laser Methods

HILTHERA 4.0:
Depth Objective

DIODE

HILTERAPIA

HILTHERA

DEVICE NAME

LCT-1000

HIRO 3.0

HILTHERA 4.0

SOURCE

Diode lasers

Pulsed Nd:YAG

Pulsed Nd:YAG

WAVELENGTH

808/980nm

1064nm

1064nm

LASER MODE

CW / CW ON-OFF

Pulsed (PW)

Pulsed (PW)

AVERAGE POWER

10W

10.5W

30W

PEAK POWER

10W

3KW

8KW

SPOT SIZE

about Ø15mm

Ø5mm
0.2cm2

Ø5mm
0.2cm2

IMPULSE ENERGY

350mJ

1200mJ

FLUENCE

1780mJ/cm2

29800mJ/cm2

IMPULSE
DURATION

<120s

<120s

INTENSITY

5,6 W/cm2

Hilthera 4.0 is synonomous with power
and depth penetration
Hilthera 4.0 penetrates deeper where
other stop

Hilthera 4.0 packs triple the Power &
Fluence
Hilthera 4.0 goes beyond limits

Hilthera 4.0 is ultimate Safety

40.000 W/cm2
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Treatment Protocol
Initial Phase
High energy supply rapidly increases basal metabolism, producing tissue hematic
hyperperfusion and activation of the lymph draining system.
Increase in Protoplasmatic Inter-Cellular Exchange (Tssue Bioactivation).
Panacrine effects support Muscular Relaxation, Local Analgesia & Reduce Fluid Accumulation.
Three Sub-Stages delivering gradully higher fluences (J/cm2).
- Rapid localized Anti-inflammatory Effect (inhibits expression of phlogogenic cytokines).
- Gradual Muscle Relaxation.
- Rapid Recovery of Organ Mobility.
Intermediate Phase
Trigger Point Treatment (preset delivery) achieves desired Anaesthetic Effect.
Modulation of the axonic potential of the membrance (Orchardson, Laser Med. & Surg; 1997)
Final Phase
Ensures prolonged satisfaction for treating chronic/degenerative pathologies.
- Rebalancing of Tissue Homeostasis
- Anti-Edemogenous Effects
- Anaesthetic Effects.

Hilthera 4.0
Advantages

High Peak Pulse Nd:YAG
Photo-Biostimulation

 Increases Kinetic Energy
 Localized Temperature Elevation

Photo-Biomodulation

 Increases Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP)
 Increases Metabolism
 Remodulation of Tissues

Biological Effects

 Accelerates Blood Circulation
 Anti-Inflammatory Effects
 Anti-Edema & Analgesic Effects
 Improves Nerve Function
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HILT Therapy versus Ultrasound Treatment
.
AUTHORS:
Boyraz I.
INSTITUTIONS:

1 Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Training and Research Hospital, Abant Izzet Baysal University Medical School, Bolu, Turkey
2 Department of Orthopeadic and Traumatology, Abant Izzet Baysal University Medical School, Bolu, Turkey

YEAR: 2015
Comparison of High-Intensity Laser Therapy and Ultrasound Treatment in the Patients with Lumbar Discopathy
JOURNAL: Biomed Research International
ABSTRACT: The aim of the present study was to evaluate the efficiency of high intensity laser and ultrasound therapy in patients who
were diagnosed with lumbar disc herniation and who were capable of performing physical exercises. 65 patients diagnosed with lumbar
disc were included in the study.
The patients were randomly divided into three groups:
- Group 1 received 10 sessions of high intensity laser to the lumbar region,
- Group 2 received 10 sessions of ultrasound,
- Group 3 received medical therapy for 10 days and isometric lumbar exercises.
The efficacy of the treatment modalities was compared with the assessment of the patients before the therapy at the end of the
therapy, and in third month after the therapy.
Comparing the changes between groups, statically significant difference was observed in MH (mental health) parameter before
treatment between Groups 1 and 2 and in MH parameter and VAS score in third month of the therapy between Groups 2 and 3.
However, the evaluation of the patients after ten days of treatment did not show significant differences between the groups compared
to baseline values.
We found that HILT, ultrasound, and exercise were efficient therapies for lumbar discopathy but HILT and ultrasound had longer effect
on some parameters.
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HILT Therapy versus Ultrasound Treatment
.
AUTHORS:
Santamano A.
INSTITUTIONS:

Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, University of Foggia, Foggia, Italy.

YEAR: 2009
Short-term Effects of High-Intensity Laser Therapy Versus Ultrasound Therapy in the Treatment of People With Subacromial
Impingement Syndrome: A Randomized Clinical Trial
JOURNAL: Physical Therapy; Washington 9.7 (Jul 2009): 643-52.
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Background. Subacromial impingement syndrome (SAIS) is a painful condition resulting from the entrapment of anatomical structures
between the anteroinferior corner of the acromion and the greater tuberosity of the humerus.
Intervention. Study participants received 10 treatment sessions of HILT or US therapy over a period of 2 consecutive weeks.
Measurements. Outcome measures were the Constant-Murley Scale (CMS), a visual analog scale (VAS), and the Simple Shoulder Test
(SST).

Results. For the 70 study participants (42 women and 28 men; mean [SD] age 54.1 years [9.0]; mean [SD] VAS score at baseline 6.4
[1.7]), there were no between-group differences at baseline in VAS, CMS, and SST scores. At the end of the 2-week intervention,
participants in the HILT group showed a significantly greater decrease in pain than participants in the US therapy group. Statistically
significant differences in change in pain, articular movement, functionality, and muscle strength (force-generating capacity) (VAS, CMS,
and SST scores) were observed after 10 treatment sessions from the baseline for participants in the HILT group compared with
participants in the US therapy group. In particular, only the difference in change of VAS score between groups (1.65 points) surpassed
the accepted minimal clinically important difference for this tool.
Conclusions. Participants diagnosed with SAIS showed greater reduction in pain and improvement in articular movement functionality
and muscle strength of the affected shoulder after 10 treatment sessions of HILT than did participants receiving US therapy over a
period of 2 consecutive weeks..
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Gonalgia & Chondrocyte Regeneration
Healthy tissues continuously renew, depending on the degree of specialization. Articular Cartilage is a highly specialized tissue with extremely slow
regeneration capacity.
“Tissue-Haemostatic Balance”
-

There is a natural balance between deterioration and regeneration of articular cartilage, due to ageing and bio-mechanical stress.

-

It is characterized by the balance between anabolic mechanisms (growth) and catabolic mechanisms (destruction).

-

Trauma, Physiology, or Infection can alter balance, inevitably inducing damage to the articular cartilage.

Cartilage’s ability for spontaneous growth depends on the degree and duration of imbalance.
-

Slight lesions, spontaneous regeneration typically occurs.

-

More developed lesions, synthesis of the fibrocartilage tissue takes over, producing partial or temporary recovery.

-

Serious lesions lead to Arthrosis - the tissue is unable to react and tends to succumb to the destruction mechanisms.

The characteristic shape of the Hilthera 4.0 HILT pulse delivers regenerative energy to the stressed chondrocytes. Chondrocytes manifest a reactive
capability, by inverting and orienting the hemostatic balance toward anabolism, i.e. regeneration of the tissue.
Clinical evidence exhibits, a significant reduction of;
- Physiologic cytokine pattern, metalloproteases, an increase of cell growth factors.
- Recovery of type II collagen synthesis was observed.
Hilthera 4.0 enhances the physiological recovery of tissue homeostasis , rapidly inducing both the functionality and the patient’s well being.
Reduction of pain and improvement in articular mobility is often observed after the first treatment session.

Hilthera 4.0
Achilles Tendon
.
AUTHORS:
Valent A.
INSTITUTIONS:

Head of physiotherapy Clinic Riacef, Spezzano - Via Zoagli 28, 41125 Modena, Italy.

YEAR: 2011
Management of chronic Achilles tendinopathy with High Intensity Laser Therapy (HILT®) and eccentric exercises.
JOURNAL: Energy for Health;
ABSTRACT: Achilles tendinopathies are classic pathologies due to functional overuse that mostly affect sportspeople and that are characterized by degenerative
rather than inflammatory alterations. They present risk factors which can be related to intrinsic features of the subject or independent from these. Achilles
tendinopathies classify in insertional tendinopathies and non insertional tendinopathies. Non insertional tendinopathies are localized in the area between 2 and
6 cm from the calcaneus insertion and they are the most frequent ones. Insertional tendinopathies are instead localized within 2 cm from the insertion and they
are frequently accompanied by posterior calcaneal and/or superficial bursitis. Among the recommended treatments, the eccentric exercises present the major
evidences in literature.

In this clinical study we selected 20 patients affected by Achilles tendinopathy and we divided them into two homogenous groups. In group A all patients have
been treated with High Intensity Laser Therapy (HILT®) combined with eccentric exercises, while in group B patients have carried out eccentric exercises
combined with a HILT® placebo.
From the analysis of the data obtained through pain VAS scale and functionality VISA-A scale, it emerged that both groups obtained a progressive pain decrease
and functionality increase. However, the group A (HILT® + eccentric exercises) achieved statistically better results compared to group B (eccentric exercises +
placebo HILT®) with a pain decrease equal to 74% against 57% and a functionality increase equal to 90% against 64%. In conclusion, our clinical study pointed out
that HILT® combined with eccentric exercises is able to achieve better results in respect to eccentric exercises alone.
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Diabetic Foot Ulcerations
AUTHORS: Ebid AA1 , Thabet AA2 , Helal OF3
INSTITUTIONS:

1 Department for surgery, Faculty of Physical Therapy, Cairo University, Egypt
2 Department for Obstetrics and Gynecology, Faculty of Physical Therapy, Cairo University, Egypt
3 Department of Internal Medicine, Faculty of Physical Therapy, Cairo University, Egypt

YEAR: 2011
Effect of pulsed high intensity Nd:YAG laser in treatment of chronic diabetic foot ulcer

JOURNAL: Energy for Health; 7:25-30
ABSTRACT: Delayed wound healing specially in diabetic ulcer is continuing challenge in rehabilitation medicine despite some recent advances in
understanding of its basic principles and problems in wound healing that continue to cause signi cant morbidity and mortality.
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of Pulsed High Intensity Nd:YAG Laser in the treatment of chronic diabetic foot ulcer (Deep Ulcer grade
2) and suggest laser protocol far wound healing. Forty patients suffering far chronic diabetic foot ulcer as a complication of diabetes mellitus, aged 40-70
years (mean age 58.17±9.83), were included. Patients were randomized far treatment in two groups.
In group A (HILT group), twenty patients received 24 session of pulsed high intensity Nd:YAG laser according to designed protocol, 3 times per week in
addition to standard medical treatment which is given far diabetic foot patients.
In group B (Standard Medical Therapy Group), twenty patients received standard medical treatment for 24 sessions, three times per week. The result of
this study revealed that there was statistical signi cant reduction in wound surface area far group (A) after 12 and 24 sessions. The results have
demonstrated the objective effect of pulsed high intensity Nd:YAG laser in treatment of chronic diabetic foot ulcer.
Therefore, pulsed high intensity Nd:YAG laser is effective, innovative, non invasive, non expensive and can be used as a new trend
physical therapy modality in the treatment of chronic diabetic foot ulcer.
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Epicondylitis

AUTHORS: Ganzit GP, Gurin E
INSTITUTIONS: Institute of Sport Medicine, Torino, Italy
HILT treatment in epicondylitis
PROCEEDINGS: 1st HILTHERAPY NATIONAL CONGRESS, Florence, September 2006, pp.53-62
PURPOSE: to assess the efficacy of HILTherapy on pain control and functional recovery in patients affected with epicondylitis.
DISCUSSION: The HILTherapy reduces pain and improves the functional state of the hand in epicondylitis
METHOD: 23 patients (mean age 42 years) have been enrolled. They were tennis players and were affected by epicondylitis, which did not
respond to other therapies. The subjects were treated with HILTherapy (10 sessions). The pain and functional state were assessed before the
treatment, after 5 and 10 sessions by Steinbroker scale, VAS and isometric strength.
RESULTS: pain significantly decreased after 5 sessions and was furtherly reduced after 10 sessions.
Prehension strength strongly increased at the end of the therapy.
CONCLUSION: The treatment with HILTherapy reduces pain and improves the functional state on patients affected by persisting epicondylitis
due to sport practice.
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
AUTHORS: Gleiser J
INSTITUTIONS: Aleve Clinic, Bogota, Colombia
YEAR: 2008
High Intensity Laser Therapy (HILT) efficiency in handling the post surgical pain after the release of the carpal tunnel. Descriptive
observational study
JOURNAL: Energy for Health; 3:18-21
ABSTRACT: A descriptive observational study was made to evaluate the effciency of a new option of treatment, the high power laser therapy
(HILT) in handling a frequent pathology as the pain in the palm of the hand after the open release of the carpal tunnel (pillar pin). Pilla pain is
a painful condition present in early stages in up to 41% of the patients after the transverse ligament release. This percentage diminishes
with time, but has not yet had a therapeutic, ef cient and non invasive treatment.
Thirteen patients were evaluated after being operated by three different surgeons with a standard open carpal release technique. After six
months of surgery, they still presented a persistent and incapacitating pain that could be attributed to a pillar pain. All patients were
summated to eight sessions of HILT treatment.
• The energy applied in the painful area of the hand was 600 Joules.
• Two different parameters were evaluated: pain scale and grip strength, both affected by the pathology of pillar pain.
• The study shows a tendency to diminish the pain and to improve the grip strength and the hand functioning.
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Temporal Mandibular Joint (TMJ) Syndrome
AUTHORS: Hendler B.
INSTITUTIONS: University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine
YEAR 1992
Holmium: YAG laser arthroscopy of the temporomandibular joint
JOURNAL: Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
ABSTRACT: A new pulsed midinfrared laser has become available for use in arthroscopic surgery of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ). This article
reviews holmium:YAG (yttrium-aluminum-garnet) laser physics, its tissue effects, and reports initial experience with its use in TMJ arthroscopy.
Because the Ho:YAG laser can precisely and rapidly resect cartilaginous tissues with only moderate necrosis, can function in a saline environment,
and can be transmitted through conventional optical fibers, it has the potential of becoming a useful and adaptable system for TMJ arthroscopic
surgery.

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0278-2391(92)90048-5
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Lower Back Pain
AUTHORS: Fiore P1 , Panza F2 , Cassatella G1 , Russo A1 , Frisardi V3 , Solfrizzi V3 , Ranieri M4 , Di Teo L5 , Santamato A1
INSTITUTIONS:

1 Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation University of Foggia, Foggia, Italy;
2 Geriatric Unit and Gerontology-Geriatric Research Laboratory IRCCS Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza, San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy;
3 Department of Geriatrics Center for Aging Brain, Memory Unit, University of Bari, Bari, Italy
4 Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation University of Bari, Bari, Italy 5 OSMAIRM Rehabilitation Center, Laterza, Taranto, Italy

YEAR: 2011

Short-term effects of high-intensity laser therapy versus ultrasound therapy in the treatment of low back pain: a randomized controlled trial
JOURNAL: Eur J Phys Rehabil Med; 47(3):367-73
BACKGROUND: Low back pain (LBP) is a common musculoskeletal disorder that is highly prevalent in the general population. Management of this pathology includes numerous
interventions depending on pain severity: analgesic, nonsteroidal anti-in ammatory drugs, steroid injections. However, the effect size and duration of symptom relief are limited.
Physical therapy (ultrasound [US], laser therapy, manual therapy, interferential current therapy, Back School, aerobic work, therapeutic aquatic exercise acupuncture) have been
reported often with mixed results. Aim. To evaluate the short-term effectiveness of high-intensity laser therapy (HILT) versus ultrasound (US) therapy in the treatment of LBP.
DESIGN: Randomized clinical trial.
POPULATIONS: Thirty patients with LBP were randomly assigned to a HILT group or a US therapy group. METHODS: Study participants received fteen treatment sessions of HILT
or US therapy over a period of three consecutive weeks ( ve days/week).
RESULTS: For the 30 study participants there were no between-group differences at baseline in Visual Ana¬logic Scale (VAS) and Oswestry Low Back Pain Disability
Questionnaire (OLBPDQ) scores. At the end of the 3-week intervention, participants in the HILT group showed a signi cantly greater decrease in pain (measured by the VAS) and
an improvement of related disability (measured by the OLBPDQ) compared with the group treated with US therapy.
CONCLUSION: Our ndings obtained after 15 treatment sessions with the experimental protocol suggested greater effectiveness of HILT than of US therapy in the treatment of
LBP, proposing HILT as a promising new therapeutic option into the rehabilitation of LBP.
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Lower Back Pain
AUTHORS: Mohamed Salaheldien Mohamed Alayat
YEAR: May 2014, Volume 29, Issue 3, pp 1065–1073
Long-term effect of high-intensity laser therapy in the treatment of patients with chronic low back pain: a randomized blinded placebo-controlled trial
JOURNAL: Lasers in Medical Science
ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to compare the effect of high-intensity laser therapy (HILT), alone or combined with exercise, in the treatment of chronic
low back pain (CLBP).
A total of 72 male patients participated in this study, with a mean (SD) age of 32.81 (4.48) years.
Patients were randomly assigned into three groups and treated with HILT plus exercise (HILT + EX), placebo laser plus exercise (PL + EX), and HILT alone in groups
1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The outcomes measured were lumbar range of motion (ROM), pain level by visual analog scale (VAS), and functional disability by both the Roland Disability
Questionnaire (RDQ) and the Modified Oswestry Disability Questionnaire (MODQ). Statistical analyses were performed to compare the differences between
baseline and post-treatment measurements.
The level of statistical significance was set as P < 0.05. ROM significantly increased after 4 weeks of treatment in all groups, then significantly decreased after
12 weeks of follow-up, but was still significantly more than the baseline value in groups 1 and 2. VAS, RDQ, and MODQ results showed significant decrease posttreatment in all groups, although the RDQ and MODQ results were not significantly different between groups 2 and 3.
HILT combined with exercise appears to be more effective in patients with CLBP than either HLLT alone or placebo laser with exercise.
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Rotator Cuff Injury
AUTHORS: Saggini R
INSTITUTIONS: University G. D’Annunzio, Chieti, Italy
YEAR: 2007
Complex rehabilitation of “painful shoulder” syndrome due to partial tear and calcification tendinopathy of the rotator cuff
JOURNAL: Sphera Medical Journal; 6:16-19
ABSTRACT: The aim of our study was to estimate the persistence of the results obtained with a complex rehabilitative approach in the treatment of
partial lesions and calcific tendinopathy of the cup of the rotator muscles.
We proposed to evaluate the therapeutic impact of a complex rehabilitative approach consisting in administrating physical energy through Hilt therapy
and high-energy shockwaves with an electrohydraulic device jointly with a protocol of joint-speci c motor rehabilitation, in order to make medium- and
long-term comparisons. 40 patients were enrolled in the study. They were affected by partial lesion of the cup rotator muscles (I or II degree) or by
shoulder calcific tendonitis; the patients were clinically controlled for 360 days after the first treatment.
This study proved that it is possible to codify a routine approach in the therapy of incomplete lesions of the cup of the rotator muscles by the use of
different physical energies, through Hilt therapy and high-energy electrohydraulic shock waves with rapid rise, because they allow to obtain significant
improvement in subjective and objective conditions related to a painful and dysfunctional state of the shoulder, together with rehabilitative training in
the presence of a qualified physiotherapist..
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Subacromial Impingement Syndrome
AUTHORS: Santamato A1 , Solfrizzi V2 , Panza F2 , Tondi G3 , Frisardi V2 , Leggin BG4 , Ranieri M3 , Fiore P1
INSTITUTIONS:
1 Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, University of Foggia, Italy 2 Memory Unit, Center for Aging Brain, Department of Geriatrics, University of Bari, Bari, Italy 3 Department of Neurological and Psychiatric Sciences,
University of Bari, Bari, Italy 4 Penn Presbyterian Medical Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Short-term Effects of High-Intensity Laser Therapy Versus Ultrasound Therapy in the Treatment of People With Subacromial Impingement Syndrome:
A Randomized Clinical Trial
JOURNAL: Physical Therapy; 89(7):643-652 2009
BACKGROUND: Subacromial impingement syndrome (SAIS) is a painful condition resulting from the entrapment of anatomical structures between the
anteroinferior corner of the acromion and the greater tuberosity of the humerus. OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study was to evaluate the short-term
effectiveness of high-intensity laser therapy (HILT) versus ultrasound (US) therapy in the treatment of SAIS. DESIGN: The study was designed as a
randomized clinical trial.
PATIENTS: Seventy patients with SAIS were randomly assigned to a HILT group or a US therapy group.

INTERVENTION: Study participants received 10 treatment sessions of HILT or US therapy over a period of 2 consecutive weeks. Measurements. Outcome
measures were the Constant-Murley Scale (CMS), a visual analog scale (VAS), and the Simple Shoulder Test (SST).
RESULTS: For the 70 study participants (42 women and 28 men; mean [SD] age_54.1 years [9.0]; mean [SD] VAS score at baseline_6.4 [1.7]), there were
no between-group differences at baseline in VAS, CMS, and SST scores. At the end of the 2-week intervention, participants in the HILT group showed a
significantly greater decrease in pain than participants in the US therapy group. Statistically significant differences in change in pain, articular movement,
functionality, and muscle strength (force-generating capacity) (VAS, CMS, and SST scores) were observed after 10 treatment sessions from the baseline for
participants in the HILT group compared with participants in the US therapy group. In particular, only the difference in change of VAS score between groups
(1.65 points) surpassed the accepted minimal clinically important difference for this tool.
CONCLUSIONS: Participants diagnosed with SAIS showed greater reduction in pain and improvement in articular movement functionality and muscle
strength of the affected shoulder after 10 treatment sessions of HILT than did participants receiving US therapy over a period of 2 consecutive weeks
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Therapeutic Expectations

•
•
•
•
•

Functional Improvement
Improved Quality of Life
Painless Therapy
Non-Invasive
Quick Treatment Sessions
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Technical Characteristics
Energy
Hilthera 4.0 unique wave shape entails pulses of high energy (150-350mJ) and a „Duty Cycle“ of ~0,1%.
Hilthera 4.0 delivers high peak power (kW) pulses of short duration (s), with long intervals between pulses.
Hilthera 4.0 obtains optimal Photo-Chemical, Photo-Mechanical, & Photo-Thermal Effects with Complete Safety.
Design
•

Integrated Customizable Hand Piece
o

Pain Therapy: Standard Space Adapter: Pain Therapy

o

Regenerative Therapy: Direct w/o Adapter:

•

User Interface: Backlit Color Touch Screen Display

•

Screen Display Orientation

•

User Friendly Management Software

•

Adaptable Programmable Therapuetic Protocol

•

Emitted Energy Calculated for Customization

Safety & Alarms
•

Start Notification

•

Treatment Notification

•

Language Support

•

Laser Emergency Stop Button

•

Laser Emission Guidelight

Dimensions
•
900 x 400 x 850 mm
•
110KG

